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Peace Journalism 2014-02-13
peace journalism explains how most coverage of conflict unwittingly fuels further violence and proposes workable options to give peace a
chance

Debates in Peace Journalism 2008
in debates in peace journalism jake lynch traces the major controversies in this emerging field philosophical pedagogical and professional
and links his own contributions to them with important new material the book is intended for those wishing to immerse themselves in the
main conceptual currents of peace journalism and to navigate their own path around some of its rocks and shoals

Expanding Peace Journalism 2018-08-30
this major new text explores and interrogates peace journalism as a significant challenge to this hegemonic discourse which has been
advocated and elaborated over the recent years in journalism media development and academic spheres

Reporting Conflict 2010
introducing a compelling new series that offers leading international thinking on conflict and peacebuilding journalists control our access
to news by pitching stories from particular angles the media decides the issues for public debate

Peace Journalism, War and Conflict Resolution 2010
peace journalism war and conflict resolution draws together the work of over twenty leading international writers journalists theorists
and campaigners in the field of peace journalism mainstream media tend to promote the interests of the military and governments in their
coverage of warfare this major new text aims to provide a definitive up to date critical engaging and accessible overview exploring the
role of the media in conflict resolution sections focus in detail on theory international practice and critiques of mainstream media
performance from a peace perspective countries discussed include the u s u k germany cyprus sweden canada india pakistan papua new
guinea and the philippines chapters examine a wide variety of issues including mainstream newspapers indigenous media blogs and
radical alternative websites the book includes a foreword by award winning investigative journalist john pilger and a critical afterword by
cultural commentator jeffery klaehn

A Global Standard for Reporting Conflict 2013-09-05
a global standard for reporting conflict constructs an argument from first principles to identify what constitutes good journalism it
explores and synthesises key concepts from political and communication theory to delineate the role of journalism in public spheres and it
shows how these concepts relate to ideas from peace research in the form of peace journalism thinkers whose contributions are examined



along the way include michel foucault johan galtung john paul lederach edward herman and noam chomsky manuel castells and jurgen
habermas the book argues for a critical realist approach considering critiques of correspondence theories of representation to propose an
innovative conceptualisation of journalistic epistemology in which social truths can be identified as the basis for the journalistic remit of
factual reporting if the world cannot be accessed as it is then it can be assembled as agreed so long as consensus on important meanings
is kept under constant review these propositions are tested by extensive fieldwork in four countries australia the philippines south africa
and mexico

Peace Journalism in Times of War 2017-07-05
amid the ongoing and volatile debate over the nature and potential of peace journalism this volume presents visionary insights from some
of the most prominent scholars in the fi eld th e signifi cant empirical studies included here will provide foundation data for
communication studies th e contributors broaden the purview and terrain of peace journalism to include new media and off ers essays on
the eff ects and the content of global communications in sum the thirteenth volume of peace and policy deepens our empirical knowledge
of the nature and eff ects of confl ict while underscoring the increase in numbers of participants and breadth of communications

Peace Journalism in East Africa 2019-07-01
this concise edited collection explores the practice of peace journalism in east africa focusing specifically on the unique political and
economic contexts of uganda and kenya the book offers a refreshing path towards transformative journalism in east africa through
imbibing pan african institutional methodological approaches and the african philosophies of utu humanity umoja unity and harambee
collective responsibility as news values contributions from key academics demonstrate how media practices that are supportive of peace
can prevent the escalation of conflict and promote its nonviolent resolution the chapters cumulatively represent a rich repertoire of
experiences and cases that skillfully tell the story of the connections between media and peacebuilding in east africa while also avoiding
romanticizing peace journalism as an end to itself or using it as an excuse for censorship this cutting edge research book is a valuable
resource for academics in journalism media studies communication peace and conflict studies and sociology

Peace Journalism Principles and Practices 2016-11-03
long time peace journalist steven youngblood presents the foundations of peace journalism in this exciting new textbook offering readers
the methods approaches and concepts required to use journalism as a tool for peace reconciliation and development guidance is offered
on framing stories ethical treatment of sensitive subjects and avoiding polarizing stereotypes through a range of international examples
and case studies spanning from the iraq war to the recent unrest in ferguson missouri youngblood teaches students to interrogate
traditional media narratives about crime race politics immigration and civil unrest and to illustrate where and how a peace journalism
approach can lead to more responsible and constructive coverage and even assist in the peace process itself



Journalism ‘a Peacekeeping Agent’ at the Time of Conflict 2018-12-10
journalism a peacekeeping agent at the time of conflict offers a critical analysis media s role on peace making and conflict resolution

Blood On The Stone 2019-04-18
march 1681 oxford is hosting the english parliament under the merry monarch king charles ii as politicians and their hangers on converge
on the divided city an mp is found murdered triggering tensions that threaten mayhem on the streets luke sandys chief officer of the
oxford bailiffs must solve the crime and thwart the plot on his side is the respect for evidence and logic he absorbed in his student days as
a follower of the new science on the other a group of political conspirators are stirring up sectarian hatreds in their scheme to overthrow
the crown struggling to protect all he holds dear luke leans heavily on his cavalry officer brother his friends and his faithful deputy
robshaw but he has a secret which may be clouding his judgement at the moment of truth will he choose love or duty

Peace Journalism. Impact of social media on the field of research on peace
journalism 2022-10-14
master s thesis from the year 2022 in the subject communications journalism journalism professions grade 7 5 maastricht university fasos
language english abstract the results of the present work seek to clarify the question in what ways does the phenomenon of social media
change how we have defined explored and implemented peace journalism thus far for only when it is apparent how seriously this new
reality affects the concept of peace journalism and its practical implementation will the need for further research also become clear peace
journalism plays a role and has the potential to sensibilize people to conflicts to have a de escalating effect and thus ultimately to promote
peace the ideas behind the concept of peace journalism gained importance primarily through the articles of johann galtung in the 1960s
initially formulated as a theory the ideas found increased application in practice in the 1990s were implemented by journalists and is
nowadays a firmly established if not uncontroversial subfield in journalism despite its potential peace journalism is not a miracle cure the
concept has its limits of effectiveness and applicability and misapplied may do more harm than good peace journalism has an impact on
the readership and is no less popular than so called war journalism but it reaches people especially if they are not hardliners who have
already established a war frame of the situation peace journalism will therefor never be able to transform an entire society but can make
a start with certain people at certain times from where the idea can spread and possibly become established and have long term effects
however it is noticeable that the idea of peace journalism as currently formulated is becoming increasingly irrelevant in practice due to
the changing media landscape namely the technologies of social media research that aims to advance peace journalism must therefore
first and foremost examine social media their modes of action their functions their respective audiences their potential and their dangers

Reporting African Elections 2019-01-08
the ability to be divided along ethnic and religious lines is inherent to much of africa s media such potentially divisive reporting has the
ability to incite violence through prejudiced information particularly during election processes reporting african elections examines the
impact of media messages on society focusing on these electoral processes in africa drawing upon the peace journalism approach to



political reporting this book offers a unifying conceptual framework for analysing the role journalists play in ensuring peaceful elections
joseph adebayo also looks at the impact training can have on election reportage studying recent elections in kenya and nigeria in order to
present a 17 point plan for reporting elections in africa reporting african elections will be of interest to scholars and students of
journalism peace and conflict studies and politics

Media and Peace in the Middle East 2016-04-29
in exploring the dynamics and narratives of peace in journalism this book explains the media s impact on the transformation of the conflict
between israelis and palestinians it discusses the perspectives of peace activists who have been involved in grassroots action since the
first intifada and examines how their relation with the mainstream media has evolved over time it compares these views with those of
professional journalists who have been covering the conflict and their sense of the difficulties inherent in practicing a different kind of
journalism the interviews included in this study contribute towards the model of peace journalism with a view to facilitating its successful
application to this conflict highlighting both the obstacles and opportunities associated with this endeavour tiripelli offers suggestions for
the strategic application of this model

A Cultural History of Peace in the Modern Age 2022-02-24
a cultural history of peace presents an authoritative survey from ancient times to the present the set of six volumes covers over 2500
years of history charting the evolving nature and role of peace throughout history this volume a cultural history of peace in the modern
age explores peace in the period from 1920 to the present as with all the volumes in the illustrated cultural history of peace set this
volume presents essays on the meaning of peace peace movements maintaining peace peace in relation to gender religion and war and
representations of peace a cultural history of peace in the modern age is the most authoritative and comprehensive survey available on
peace in the twentieth and twentieth century

Media, Conflict and Peacebuilding in Africa 2021-03-29
this book explores the role and place of popular traditional and digital media platforms in the mediatization representation and
performance of various conflicts and peacebuilding interventions in the african context the role of the media in conflict is often depicted
as either good as symbolized by peace journalism or bad as exemplified by war journalism but this book moves beyond this binary to
highlight the in between role that the media often plays in times of conflict the volume does not only focus on the relationship between
mass media conflict and peacebuilding processes but it broadens its scope by critically analysing the dynamic and emergent roles of
popular and digital media platforms in a continent where the semi literate and oral communities still rely heavily on popular
communication platforms to get news and information whilst social media platforms have been hailed for their assumed democratic and
digital dividends this book does not only focus on these positive aspects but also shines a light on dark forms of participation which are
fuelling racial gender ethnic political and religious conflicts in highly polarized and stratified societies highlighting the many ways in
which traditional digital and popular media can be used to both escalate conflicts and promote peacebuilding this volume will be a useful
resource for students researchers and civil society groups interested in peace and conflict studies journalism and media studies in
different contexts within africa



Routledge Handbook of Peace, Security and Development 2020-06-04
this handbook offers a comprehensive examination of the peace security and development nexus from a global perspective and
investigates the interfaces of these issues in a context characterised by many new challenges by bringing together more than 40 leading
experts and commentators from across the world the handbook maps the various research agendas related to these three themes taking
stock of existing work and debates while outlining areas for further engagement in doing so the chapters may serve as a primer for new
researchers while also informing the wider scholarly community about the latest research trends and innovations the volume is split into
three thematic parts concepts and approaches new drivers of conflict insecurity and developmental challenges actors institutions and
processes for ease of use and organisational consistency each chapter provides readers with an overview of each research area a review
of the state of the literature a summary of the major debates and promising directions for future research this handbook will be of much
interest to students of peace and conflict studies development studies security studies and international relations

Human Rights Journalism and its Nexus to Responsibility to Protect 2020-11-12
this book takes a holistic approach by capturing the various perspectives and viewpoints concerning the theory and practice of human
rights journalism firstly this book helps fill the epistemological vacuum present in human rights journalism by proposing pragmatic
objectivity within the critical constructivist epistemology secondly it defines the human rights journalism responsibility to protect nexus
by identifying five key elements thirdly it proposes a human rights journalism responsibility to protect conceptual model which illustrates
how an embedded human rights focussed media strategy can be designed fourthly this book proposes two novel quantitative analysis tools
called the framing matrix and the multimodal discourse analysis matrix that are equipped to deal with a big sample size over a long period
of time these tools are used to examine the practice of human rights journalism and the typology of news stories of distant sufferings
finally it provides a scientific explanation for those in search of the answer to why one of the worst humanitarian crises in the world which
took place in sri lanka in 2009 did not create any global compassion or garner attention

The Palgrave Encyclopedia of Peace and Conflict Studies 2022-06-21
this encyclopaedia provides a comprehensive overview of major theories and approaches to the study of peace and conflict across
different humanities and social sciences disciplines peace and conflict studies pcs is one of the major sub disciplines of international
studies including political science and international relations and has emerged from a need to understand war related systems and
concepts and how to respond to it afterward as a living reference work easily discoverable and searchable the palgrave encyclopedia of
peace and conflict studies offers solid material for understanding the foundational historical and contemporary themes concepts theories
events organisations and frameworks concerning peace conflict security rights institutions and development the palgrave encyclopaedia
of peace and conflict studies brings together leading and emerging scholars from different disciplines to provide the most comprehensive
and up to date resource on peace and conflict studies ever produced



Routledge Handbook of Media, Conflict and Security 2016-11-10
this handbook links the growing body of media and conflict research with the field of security studies the academic sub field of media and
conflict has developed and expanded greatly over the past two decades operating across a diverse range of academic disciplines
academics are studying the impact the media has on governments pursuing war responses to humanitarian crises and violent political
struggles and the role of the media as a facilitator of and a threat to both peace building and conflict prevention this handbook seeks to
consolidate existing knowledge by linking the body of conflict and media studies with work in security studies the handbook is arranged
into five parts theory and principles media the state and war media and human security media and policymaking within the security state
new issues in security and conflict and future directions for scholars of security studies this handbook will provide a key point of reference
for state of the art scholarship concerning the media security nexus for scholars of communication and media studies the handbook will
provide a comprehensive mapping of the media conflict field

Reporting Immigration Conflict 2021-08-26
in reporting immigration conflict opportunities for peace journalism mariely valentin llopis examines the role of american and mexican
media in promoting harsh views against central american migrants this examination focuses on the u s southwestern border crossing
conflict in 2014 and 2019 both separate consequential periods in time valentin llopis contextualizes migrants plight with careful
consideration to unaccompanied minor migrants and the family separation crisis as a counterpoint the author also takes the news content
analysis through a historical journey to when news reporters seemingly bent traditional journalism principles to protect cuban children
refugees fleeing the castro regime and communism showing that it is possible to provide fair depictions of migrants and their struggles
valentin llopis challenges journalism s traditional approach to news production by introducing the peace journalism rubric to immigration
reporting scholars of international relations journalism history and minority studies will find this book particularly useful while media
practitioners in the field can also find practical approaches to transforming their work for the benefit of peace solutions to pressing
transnational conflicts

Understanding Contemporary Journalism 2022-01-03
journalism is one of the most important professions today without it large swaths of the world similarly might have remained dark
impoverished tortured because few people would have been aware of the nature and depth of the atrocities therein you can t fix what you
can t find indeed we have only to look at places today where journalists must risk their lives to do their jobs places such as central europe
the philippines mexico myanmar russia turkey democratic republic of congo rwanda cameroun afghanistan and too many others to
appreciate anew what an incalculable difference the media make reporting on wars famines genocide and the tyrants who green light
them but saving the world apparently is not enough i have included a chapter on peace journalism because it uses conflict analysis and
transformation to update the concept of balance fairness and accuracy in reporting this approach provides a new road map tracing the
connections between journalists their sources the stories they cover and the consequences of their reporting the ethics of journalistic
intervention to play a role in global peace rather than fuelling conflicts



Communication and Peace 2015-02-11
this book analyses the use of communication in resolving conflicts with a focus on de escalation and processes of peacebuilding and peace
formation from the employment of hate radio in the rwanda genocide to the current conflict between russia and the ukraine following
events in the crimea communication and the media are widely recognized as powerful tools in conflicts and war although there has been
significant academic attention on the relationship between the media conflict and war academic efforts to understand this relationship
have tended to focus primarily on the links between communication and conflict rather than on communication and peace in order to
make sense of peace it is essential to look at communication in its many facets mediated or not this is true within many of the diverse
strands that make up the field of communication and peace but it is also true in the sense that a holistic and interdisciplinary approach is
missing from the literature this book addresses this widely acknowledged lacuna by providing an interdisciplinary perspective on the field
bringing together relevant but so far largely isolated streams of research in doing so it aims to provide a platform for further reflection of
the meaning of and requirements for peace in our contemporary world with a focus on de escalation conflict transformation reconciliation
and processes of peacebuilding as opposed to conflict escalation or crisis intervention this volume will be of much interest to students of
peace and conflict studies peacebuilding media and communication studies security studies and ir in general

Communication and Peace 2015-02-11
this book analyses the use of communication in resolving conflicts with a focus on de escalation and processes of peacebuilding and peace
formation from the employment of hate radio in the rwanda genocide to the current conflict between russia and the ukraine following
events in the crimea communication and the media are widely recognized as powerful tools in conflicts and war although there has been
significant academic attention on the relationship between the media conflict and war academic efforts to understand this relationship
have tended to focus primarily on the links between communication and conflict rather than on communication and peace in order to
make sense of peace it is essential to look at communication in its many facets mediated or not this is true within many of the diverse
strands that make up the field of communication and peace but it is also true in the sense that a holistic and interdisciplinary approach is
missing from the literature this book addresses this widely acknowledged lacuna by providing an interdisciplinary perspective on the field
bringing together relevant but so far largely isolated streams of research in doing so it aims to provide a platform for further reflection of
the meaning of and requirements for peace in our contemporary world with a focus on de escalation conflict transformation reconciliation
and processes of peacebuilding as opposed to conflict escalation or crisis intervention this volume will be of much interest to students of
peace and conflict studies peacebuilding media and communication studies security studies and ir in general

Exploring Journalism Practice and Perception in Developing Countries 2017-08-11
media outlets play a pivotal role in fostering the positive and beneficial development of countries in modern society by properly informing
citizens of critical national concerns the media can help to transform society and promote active participation exploring journalism
practice and perception in developing countries is a crucial reference source for the latest scholarly material on the impacts of
development journalism on contemporary nations and the media s responsibility to inform citizens of government and non government
activities highlighting a range of pertinent topics such as media regulation freedom of expression and new media technology this book is
ideally designed for researchers academics professionals policy makers and students interested in the role of journalist endeavors in



developing nations

Journalism and Ethics: Breakthroughs in Research and Practice 2019-05-03
in the modern hyperconnected society consumers are able to access news from a variety of channels including social media television
mobile devices the internet and more from sensationalist headlines designed to attract click throughs to accusations of bias assigned to
specific news sources it is more important now than ever that the media industry maintains best practices and adheres to ethical
reporting by properly informing citizens of critical national concerns the media can help to transform society and promote active
participation journalism and ethics breakthroughs in research and practice examines the impacts of journalism on society and the media s
responsibility to accurately inform citizens of government and non government activities in an ethical manner it also provides emerging
research on multimedia journalism across various platforms and formats using digital technologies highlighting a range of pertinent
topics such as investigative journalism freedom of expression and media regulation this publication is an ideal reference source for media
professionals public relations officers reporters news writers scholars academicians researchers and upper level students interested in
journalism and journalistic ethics

Human Rights Journalism 2011-11-15
shaw argues that journalism should focus on deconstructing the underlying structural and cultural causes of political violence such as
poverty famine and human trafficking and play a proactive preventative rather than reactive prescriptive role in humanitarian
intervention

Journalism 2018-05-22
this volume sets out the state of the art in the discipline of journalism at a time in which the practice and profession of journalism is in
serious flux while journalism is still anchored to its history change is infecting the field the profession and the scholars who study it are
reconceptualizing what journalism is in a time when journalists no longer monopolize the means for spreading the news here journalism is
explored as a social practice as an institution and as memory the roles epistemologies and ethics of the field are evolving with this in mind
the volume revisits classic theories of journalism such as gatekeeping and agenda setting but also opens up new avenues of theorizing by
broadening the scope of inquiry into an expanded journalism ecology which now includes citizen journalism documentaries and lifestyle
journalism and by tapping the insights of other disciplines such as geography economics and psychology the volume is a go to map of the
field for students and scholars highlighting emerging issues enduring themes revitalized theories and fresh conceptualizations of
journalism

The Routledge Handbook of Mass Media Ethics 2020-03-13
this fully updated second edition of the popular handbook provides an exploration of thinking on media ethics bringing together the
intellectual history of global mass media ethics over the past 40 years summarising existing research and setting future agenda grounded
in philosophy and social science this second edition offers up to date and comprehensive coverage of media ethics including the ethics of



sources social media the roots of law in ethics and documentary film the wide range of contributors include scholars and former
professionals who worked as journalists public relations professionals and advertising practitioners they lay out both a good grounding
from which to begin more in depth and individualized explorations and extensive bibliographies for each chapter to aid that process for
students and professionals who seek to understand and do the best work possible this book will provide both insight and direction
standing apart in its comprehensive coverage the routledge handbook of mass media ethics is required reading for scholars graduate
students and researchers in media mass communication journalism ethics and related areas

Encyclopedia of Journalism 2009-09-23
written in a clear and accessible style that would suit the needs of journalists and scholars alike this encyclopedia is highly recommended
for large news organizations and all schools of journalism starred review library journal journalism permeates our lives and shapes our
thoughts in ways we ve long taken for granted whether we listen to national public radio in the morning view the lead story on the today
show read the morning newspaper headlines stay up to the minute with internet news browse grocery store tabloids receive time
magazine in our mailbox or watch the nightly news on television journalism pervades our daily activities the six volume encyclopedia of
journalism covers all significant dimensions of journalism including print broadcast and internet journalism u s and international
perspectives history technology legal issues and court cases ownership and economics the set contains more than 350 signed entries
under the direction of leading journalism scholar christopher h sterling of the george washington university in the a to z volumes 1
through 4 both scholars and journalists contribute articles that span the field s wide spectrum of topics from design editing advertising
and marketing to libel censorship first amendment rights and bias to digital manipulation media hoaxes political cartoonists and secrecy
and leaks also covered are recently emerging media such as podcasting blogs and chat rooms the last two volumes contain a thorough
listing of journalism awards and prizes a lengthy section on journalism freedom around the world an annotated bibliography and key
documents the latter edited by glenn lewis of cuny graduate school of journalism and york college cuny comprises dozens of primary
documents involving codes of ethics media and the law and future changes in store for journalism education key themes consumers and
audiences criticism and education economics ethnic and minority journalism issues and controversies journalist organizations journalists
law and policy magazine types motion pictures networks news agencies and services news categories news media u s news media world
newspaper types news program types online journalism political communications processes and routines of journalism radio and
television technology

The Handbook of Mass Media Ethics 2008-09-17
this handbook encapsulates the intellectual history of mass media ethics over the past twenty five years chapters serve as a summary of
existing research and thinking in the field as well as setting agenda items for future research key features include up to date and
comprehensive coverage of media ethics one of the hottest topics in the media community one stop shopping for historical and current
research in media ethics experienced top tier editors advisory board and contributors it will be an essential reference on media ethics
theory and research for scholars graduate students and researchers in media mass communication and journalism



Responsible Journalism in Conflicted Societies 2022-09-30
setting out multiple perspectives from media and journalism scholars this collection addresses the implications that today s technological
socio political and economic conditions have for relations between journalists sources audiences and wider publics applying an inclusive
concept of conflicted societies that goes beyond those affected by violent conflict to include traditionally stable but increasingly polarised
democracies such as the uk and the usa contributors engage with longstanding questions and new challenges surrounding concepts of
responsibility trust public service and public interest in journalism the unique span of studies offers international scope including
societies often overlooked in media and journalism studies such as northern ireland turkey cyprus pakistan the democratic republic of
congo and the central african republic chapters also feature contemporary case studies such as the covid 19 pandemic as a route into
understanding the pertinent issue of fake news and the local turn in journalism responsible journalism in conflicted societies is not only a
valuable resource for those studying conflict reporting and international journalism but will also appeal to scholars working at the
intersection of media journalism communication peace conflict and security studies

Stretching the Sociological Imagination 2015-11-08
this edited collection calls for renewed attention to the concept of the sociological imagination allowing social scientists to link private
issues to public troubles inspired by the eminent glasgow based sociologist john eldridge it re engages with the concept and shows how it
can be applied to analyzing society today

Handbook of Research on Deconstructing Culture and Communication in the
Global South 2023-07-10
there are inequalities in global knowledge production in communication outlets cultural practices and governance problems under this
symbiotic relationship they reinforce the cultural ideas values and governance systems operating in the western countries as an ideal and
role model for the global south countries media is regarded as the agent of change for communication and cultural values indigenous
knowledge production and dissemination is an essential feature to get a better insight into global south countries likewise dewesternizing
and demystifying societal culture and governance issues are pertinent in this age of information the handbook of research on
deconstructing culture and communication in the global south focuses on local production practices keeping in view the local needs of
communication outlets and societal and cultural sensitivities this indigenous knowledge would provide deeper and richer insights into the
problems and sensitivities of global south countries to achieve this end this book adopts a broader approach encompassing development
issues democratic values digitalization practices gender equality issues and more covering topics such as biocultural activism language
ideology and religiocentrism this major reference work is a valuable resource for graduate students sociologists government officials
students and educators of higher education librarians development organization leaders religious scholars policymakers researchers and
academicians



Promoting Peace, Inciting Violence 2012
this book explores how media and religion combine to play a role in promoting peace and inciting violence it analyses a wide range of
media from posters cartoons and stained glass to websites radio and film and draws on diverse examples from around the world including
iran rwanda and south africa part one considers how various media forms can contribute to the creation of violent environments by
memorialising past hurts by instilling fear of the other by encouraging audiences to fight to die or to kill neighbours for an apparently
greater good part two explores how film can bear witness to past acts of violence how film makers can reveal the search for truth justice
and reconciliation and how new media can become sites for non violent responses to terrorism and government oppression to what extent
can popular media arts contribute to imagining and building peace transforming weapons into art swords into ploughshares jolyon
mitchell skillfully combines personal narrative practical insight and academic analysis

Conflict Reporting Strategies and the Identities of Ethnic and Religious
Communities in Jos, Nigeria 2020-05-19
this book examines journalistic strategies in terms of the appropriation of media logics in the conflict frame building process relying on
three models objectivity mediatisation and news framing it interrogates the role orientations and performance of journalists who reported
the conflict involving the indigenous christians and hausa fulani muslim settlers of jos a city in north central nigeria inhabited by
approximately one million people the book provides empirical evidence of the strategies and the representations of ethnic and religious
identities in the conflict narratives focusing on the most cited and vicious conflicts in jos which occurred in 2001 2008 and 2010 thus
mediatised conflict research is revisited placing media logics at the heart of the conflict the text proposes solutions review journalism srj
as a framework for conflict reporting and argues that a review process is necessary to measure impact

Handbook of Global Media Ethics 2021-09-02
this handbook is one of the first comprehensive research and teaching tools for the developing area of global media ethics the advent of
new media that is global in reach and impact has created the need for a journalism ethics that is global in principles and aims for many
scholars teachers and journalists the existing journalism ethics e g existing codes of ethics is too parochial and national it fails to provide
adequate normative guidance for a media that is digital global and practiced by professional and citizen a global media ethics is being
constructed to define what responsible public journalism means for a new global media era currently scholars write texts and codes for
global media teach global media ethics analyse how global issues should be covered and gather together at conferences round tables and
meetings however the field lacks an authoritative handbook that presents the views of leading thinkers on the most important issues for
global media ethics this handbook is a milestone in the field and a major contribution to media ethics

Media Ethics 2016-10-04
media ethics cases and moral reasoning challenges readers to think analytically about ethical situations in mass communication through
original case studies and commentaries about real life media experiences this text provides a comprehensive introduction to the



theoretical principles of ethical philosophies facilitating ethical awareness it introduces the potter box with its four dimensions of moral
analysis to provide a framework for exploring the steps in moral reasoning and analyzing the cases focusing on a wide spectrum of ethical
issues faced by media practitioners the cases in this tenth edition include the most recent issues in journalism broadcasting advertising
public relations and entertainment visit the companion website at mediaethicsbook com

Shaping Peacebuilding in Colombia 2023-07-26
during the second half of the 20th century colombia suffered extreme levels of political violence this book explores the involvement of the
international community in peacebuilding efforts in colombia since 2016 in particular it examines how interventions were framed in order
to promote and sustain their involvement and questions whether these frames reflected reality within colombia the book focuses on key
donors including the us the eu canada sweden and the uk as well as multinational actors such as the un and the world bank to
demonstrate how their framing of local issues for national and international consumption can have real world implications for
peacebuilding efforts on the ground

Handbook of Peace and Conflict Studies 2007-03-12
this major new handbook provides a cutting edge and transdisciplinary overview of the main issues debates state of the art methods and
key concepts in peace and conflict studies today the fields of peace and conflict studies have grown exponentially since being initiated by
professor johan galtung half a century ago they have forged a transdisciplinary and professional identity distinct from security studies
political science and international relations the volume is divided into four sections understanding and transforming conflict creating
peace supporting peace peace across the disciplines each section features new essays by distinguished international scholars and
professionals working in peace studies and conflict resolution and transformation drawing from a wide range of theoretical
methodological and political positions the editors and contributors offer topical and enduring approaches to peace and conflict studies the
handbook of peace and conflict studies will be essential reading for students of peace studies conflict studies and conflict resolution it will
also be of interest and use to practitioners in conflict resolution and ngos as well as policy makers and diplomats
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